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THE PROBLEM



Pinnacles desert, Western Australia (Price family)

Carina Nebula with HST (NASA/ESA/Hubble Heritage)

How?

ISM: dust/gas = 1/100

Rocky planets: dust/gas ≈ ∞
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THE PHYSICS



DRAG
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DUST AND GAS AS MULTIPHASE MIXTURE
e.g. Harlow & Amsden (1975), Monaghan & Kocharyan (1995), Laibe & Price (2012a,b)
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THE “STOPPING TIME”
Dusty gas with SPH – I. 2355

Figure 5. As in Fig. 4 but using only the double-hump cubic kernel with
a range of drag coefficients K = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 (top to bottom,
solid/black lines), compared with the exact solution in each case given by
the long-dashed/red lines.

can be improved – at considerable cost – by increasing the ratio of
smoothing length to particle spacing (i.e. the neighbour number).
By comparison, use of the double-hump cubic spline kernel gives
errors !0.1 per cent (solid/black line) with no additional overhead
in terms of cost.

4.2.3 DUSTYBOX: effect of drag coefficient and dust-to-gas ratio

Fig. 5 is identical to Fig. 4 but for a range of drag coefficients
K = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100, compared to the exact solution in
each case given by a solid/black line. Irrespective of the value of
K, both gas and dust velocities relax to the barycentric velocity
(vg = vd = 0.5) in a few stopping times ts = (ρ̂gρ̂d)/[K(ρ̂g + ρ̂d)].
Using the double-hump cubic, an accuracy between 0.1 and 1 per
cent is achieved in all cases (long dashed/red lines).

Fig. 6 is similar, but varying the dust-to-gas ratio using ρ̂d/ρ̂d =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 (achieved by varying ρ̂d with ρ̂g = 1) and
using K = 1. This changes both the drag stopping time and the
barycentric velocity towards which the system relaxes. Here again,
an accuracy between 0.1 and 1 per cent is achieved in all cases.

4.3 DUSTYWAVE: sound waves in a dust–gas mixture

The exact solution for linear waves propagating in a dust–gas mix-
ture (DUSTYWAVE) has been presented by Laibe & Price (2011a).
We have performed a series of tests involving the propagation of a
sound wave along the x -axis in both one and three dimensions in a
periodic box, adopting the set-up described in table 2 of Laibe &
Price (2011a). The DUSTYWAVE problem is more complex than the
DUSTYBOX problem as the motion of the mixture is driven by both
the drag and the gas pressure.

Specifically, Laibe & Price (2011a) derive the dispersion relation
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Figure 6. As in Figs 4 and 5 but varying the dust-to-gas ratio ρ̂d/ρ̂d =
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 (top to bottom, solid/black lines) and a fixed drag
coefficient K = 1 using the double-hump cubic kernel. Exact solutions for
each case are given by the long-dashed/red lines.

for solutions in the form ei(kx −ωt). At high drag, equation (97)
can be expanded in a Taylor series, which to first order
gives
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where the effective sound speed is defined according to
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The first term of equation (98) gives the propagation of the cen-
tre of mass of the mixture at the effective sound speed c̃s. The
second term corresponds to a corrective dissipative term since
A ∈ [0, 1].

4.3.1 DUSTYWAVE: set-up

The equilibrium state is characterized by the two phases at rest
where the gas sound speed and both gas and dust densities are set
to unity in code units. In one dimension, this is achieved by placing
equally spaced particles in the periodic domain x ∈ [0, 1]. For the
3D simulations, the tests are run in a periodic box x, y, z ∈ [0, 1]
with gas particles set up on a regular cubic lattice and dust particles
set up on a cubic lattice shifted by half of the lattice step in each
directions. As previously, no artificial viscosity is applied. We set
the relative amplitude of the perturbation to 10−4 in both velocity
and density in order to remain in the linear acoustic regime for which
the solution in Laibe & Price (2011a) is derived (we have verified
that running the same simulations setting the relative amplitudes to
10−8 gives the same results). The density perturbation is applied
to the particles as described in appendix B of Price & Monaghan
(2004). We adopt an isothermal equation of state P = c2

s ρ with
cs = 1.

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 420, 2345–2364
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RAS
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“Dustybox” problem from Laibe & Price (2011)

∂Δv
∂t

= −
Δv
tstop

tstop =
ρgrs

ρcs

tstop ≡
ρdρg

K(ρd + ρg)
Characteristic timescale for exponential decay

Differential velocity between gas and dust

tstop short

tstop long

Proportional to grain size / 
Inversely proportional to gas density



TSTOP CAN GO FROM ZERO 
TO INFINITY
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ONE FLUID DUST/GAS
➤ Rewrite equations with dust fraction, total density, drift velocity 

➤ Assume short stopping time / low St / large drag, get: 

➤ Can use explicit timesteps even when stopping time is short 

➤ Easily extended to multi-grain populations (Laibe & Price 2014c, 
Hutchison et al. 2018), implemented in PHANTOM SPH code 
(Price et al. 2018; http://bitbucket.org/danielprice/phantom)

Laibe & Price (2014a,b,c), Price & Laibe (2015), 
Hutchison et al. (2018), Ballabio et al. (2018)
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STOKES NUMBER

tstop =
ρgrs

ρcs

St = tstopΩ
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Weidenschilling (1977)
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DUST BEHAVIOUR IN DISCS DEPENDS ON GAS COLUMN DENSITY

St = 1( Σ
0.2g/cm2 )

−1

( ρgrain

3g/cm3 )( s
1mm )( f

1 )
−1

Dipierro et al. (2015)

Gas column density Grain sizeGrain 
composition

No dependence on stellar mass or mass of dust disc!
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PHYSICS I WILL NOT DISCUSS: GRAIN GROWTH
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FROM 0.01 TO INFINITY

Credit: bad internet jokes
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Tricco, Price & Laibe (2017)

Dynamical size-
sorting of grains

IS THE DUST TO GAS RATIO CONSTANT IN MOLECULAR CLOUDS?

Gas 0.1 micron

1 micron

10 micron

Dust-to-gas

Decoupling of 
grains begins in 

the ISM!

(but no stars 
made of metal…)

On the dust-to-gas ratio in molecular clouds L55

Figure 2. Turbulent ‘size-sorting’ of dust grains. We show cross-sections of the gas (top) and dust (bottom) density for 0.1, 1 and 10 µm dust grains (left to
right) at t/tc = 4 (≈2.93 Myr). For small dust grains (0.1 µm), the dust almost perfectly traces the gas. As the dust grain size increases, the dust still traces the
morphology of the gas filaments, but becomes preferentially concentrated in dense regions.

Figure 3. Time-averaged volume weighted PDFs of ln (ρg/ρ0) and
ln (ρd/ρ0). Shaded regions represent the standard deviation of the time
averaging. The gas density is log-normal. Small, 0.1 µm dust grains show a
log-normal PDF, mirroring the gas. Larger grains show a skewed distribu-
tion, with regions of both low- and high-dust densities being more common,
indicating the preferential concentration of large grains into dense regions.

of supersonic, isothermal turbulence (e.g. Vazquez-Semadeni 1994;
Passot & Vázquez-Semadeni 1998), and is similar for all three grain
sizes, indicating that the gas density PDF is not significantly affected
by the backreaction of the grains on the gas.

The dust density PDF – shifted towards lower densities by the
mean dust-to-gas ratio – is also log-normal for 0.1 µm dust grains.
This is expected since the dust remains tightly coupled to the gas (see
Figs 1 and 2). For 1 and 10 µm grains, the high-density tail of the
dust PDF remains log-normal, matching the gas density. However,
the low-density tail broadens as the grain size increases due to the
dependence of ts on gas density. The stopping time increases in
low-density gas, allowing large grains to decouple, but decreases
within dense filaments, trapping dust. This leads to transfer of large
grains from low-density gas into filaments (size-sorting), causing
the broadening of the PDF as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Time-averaged volume weighted PDFs of the dust-to-gas ratio.
The dust-to-gas ratio for all grain sizes is peaked at 1 per cent. Minimal
variation in the dust-to-gas ratio occurs for 0.1 µm grains, but the PDFs
broaden with increasing grain size caused by size-sorting of large grains,
meaning larger volumes of the cloud are either dust enriched or dust depleted.

3.3 Variations in the dust-to-gas ratio

Fig. 4 shows PDFs of the dust-to-gas ratio. For 0.1 µm grains, the
dust-to-gas ratio is sharply peaked at 1 per cent. The maximum in
the PDF for 1 and 10 µm dust grains remains close to 1 per cent,
but with a modest increase in higher dust-to-gas ratios and a broad
distribution of low dust-to-gas ratios. This occurs due to the size-
sorting of dust grains discussed previously.

Table 1 quantifies the volumetric mean dust-to-gas ratios in all
of our calculations, with deviations reflecting the 68th percentile
about the median. For 0.1 µm dust grains, the mean is 0.92 per cent,
close to the starting value of 1 per cent. The mean decreases with
increasing grain size, dropping to 0.77 per cent for 1 µm grains and
0.56 per cent for 10 µm grains. However, the deviation increases,
reflecting the broadened dust-to-gas PDF (Fig. 4). The 1283 and
2563 particle calculations converge in the mean dust-to-gas ratio.

MNRASL 471, L52–L56 (2017)
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DYNAMICAL SORTING OF GRAINS

Figure 5: Deviation from the initial gradient of 0.5, with white indicating areas of no change from the
initial conditions.

We now consider the deviation from the initial gradient of the grain size distribution. Figure 3 clearly
shows some deviation away from the initial power law distribution, as well as some relative column
density change. These plots come from the approximate coordinate (2106,1114) and (2985,1698) on
figure 2, which can be seen to be a high and low density regions respectively. These are, in physical
units, (1.54,0.82)pc and (2.12,1.24)pc respectively. The gradient for each power law was found by
taking the gradient from the two end points, which, for most linear regions provides a strong fit,
however, in the case of the right plot in figure 3, we notice what appears to be two linear regions,
positioned at di↵erent column densities. Thus our crude linear fit routine does not provide an accurate
representation of the gradient of the grain size distribution at this point in the molecular cloud.

If we now consider the gradient with the largest deviation from the mean, we also notice a small change
in the gradient towards the larger grain sizes, however the e↵ect of this small non-linear gradient was
deemed to be negligible, however does indicate some preferential clustering of large grains in high
density regions.

In figure 4 we see the apparent randomness in the distribution of gradients when compared to the
observational counterpart, the column densities. However, it is di�cult to discern whether there is a
preferred state. That is, whether the molecular cloud in it’s state at this moment of evolution prefers
steeper grain size distributions or shallower ones. Upon further inspection, the average gradient was
found to be -0.0069097 which is very close to 0, so the initial observation that there is no clear bias
towards shallow or steep grain size distributions, while there is still a mathematical basis to claim
that shallower grain size distributions are preferred.

7

Price, Laibe, Maunder, in prep.

Firstly, we cannot readily trust our observations of these plots to discern key features at the scale
of individual pixels, and secondly, we must rely on robust analysis of the column density maps in
order to make meaningful conclusions on the grain size distribution. Another import feature of the
molecular clouds, is how the column density varies with di↵erent grain sizes.

Figure 3: Column density maps for the smallest grain size s = 0.1µm (left) and the largest grain size
s = 10µm (right). The colour bars for each plot are the same, so the column densities have been
scaled such that the highest value for the plots are shared, as well as for the lowest values.

Figure 3 shows the di↵erences between the molecular cloud if we could view only one grain size
sample. It is important to notice the large di↵erences between the column densities, however the
overall features are the same. For example, the regions where we notice filaments in the smaller grain
size plot are more pronounced in the large grain size plot. Additionally, we observe more filament-like
features for the largest grain size, as well as more variation within the “dark”, low density regions of
the smaller grain size column density.

Figure 4: The gradient of the grain size distributions for the maximum deviation away from the initial
value of 0.5. The maximum deviation is shown on the left, with the minimum slope shown on the
right. The reference line is the power law of the grain size distribution in the initial conditions, where
n / s0.5 as used as an input parameter.

6

Change in power-law slope 
caused by dynamical sorting 

(from MRN)

Daniel Price

Credit: Tom Maunder



DUST+GAS IN DISCS



GAS VS DUST IN PROTOPLANETARY DISCS



GAS VS DUST IN PROTOPLANETARY DISCS
L76 G. Dipierro et al.

Figure 3. Rendered images of dust surface density for a disc containing three embedded protoplanets of mass 0.2, 0.27 and 0.55 MJ initially located at the
same distance as the gaps detected in HL Tau. Each panel shows the simulation with gas plus grains of a particular size (as indicated).

Figure 4. Comparison between the ALMA image of HL Tau (left) with simulated observations of our disc model (right) at band 6 (continuum emission at
233 GHz). Note that the colour bars are different. The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of
the synthesized beam: (left) 0.035 arcsec × 0.022 arcsec, P.A. 11◦; (right) 0.032 arcsec × 0.027 arcsec, P.A. 12◦.

the grain size (e.g. Fouchet et al. 2007; Ayliffe et al. 2012), or
more specifically on the Stokes number. The density distribution
of µm-sized particles (top left and centre) are similar to the gas
distribution due to the stronger coupling. The micron-sized grains
(top left) capture the spiral density wave launched by the proto-
planets. Millimetre-sized particles (bottom left) are most affected
by the density waves induced by the protoplanets, exhibiting the
largest migration towards the gap edges. Interestingly, the dust den-
sity distributions of 10 mm and cm-sized particles (bottom centre
and right) show axisymmetric waves launched by the planets prop-
agating across the whole disc. The gaps carved by protoplanets
in cm grains (St ≈ 10) show the formation of horseshoe regions.
As expected, the formation of the horseshoe region in planetary
gaps depends on the dust–gas coupling, since poorly coupled large

particles tend to have frequent close encounters with the planet.
We stress that the important parameter is the Stokes number rather
than the actual grain size, so equivalent dynamics can be produced
in different grains by changing the gas density or with different
assumptions about the grain composition (see equation 3).

An intriguing possibility is to infer the disc viscosity from the
morphology of the gaps. Since our results show that the planets
are not massive enough to open gaps in the gas or, equivalently,
the viscosity is high enough to effectively smooth the density profile,
we can only evaluate a lower limit for αSS below which planets are
able to carve gaps in the disc model adopted here. Using the criterion
in Crida, Morbidelli & Masset (2006) we infer αSS ! 0.0002.

Fig. 4 compares the ALMA simulated observation of our disc
model at band 6 (right) with the publicly released image of HL Tau

MNRASL 453, L73–L77 (2015)
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Dipierro et al. (2015)



GAS VS DUST IN PROTOPLANETARY DISCS



GAP CARVING: GAS VS DUST

Dipierro et al. (2015)

Require 3 approximately Saturn mass planets

No gas gap, but sharp rings in dust!



HL TAU: OBSERVATIONS MEET THEORY Dust and gas in HL Tau 5

Figure 4. Comparison between the ALMA image of HL Tau (left) with simulated observations of our disc model (right) at band 6 (continuum emission at 233

GHz). Note that the color bars are different. The white colour in the filled ellipse in the lower left corner indicates the size of the half-power contour of the

synthesized beam: (left) 0.035 arcsec × 0.022 arcsec, P.A. 11°; (right) 0.032 arcsec × 0.027 arcsec, P.A. 12°.

(iv) The dust density structures for grains withSt ! 10 (cm-size

and larger in our simulations; bottom centre and right panels of Fig.

3) show axisymmetric features that can be identified as waves ex-

cited by the embedded protoplanets (Goldreich & Tremaine 1980).

These waves can freely propagate across the dusty disc without be-

ing damped by dissipative phenomena (Rafikov 2002). The lower

drag makes these waves more visible since the drag effect on the

radial dust motion is negligible. We therefore suggest that the ax-

isymmetric perturbations in the ALMA images in the outer part of

the second and third planet orbits are generated by the lower cou-

pling of mm-particles. Further simulations with a steeper surface

density profile should be able to reproduce this.

There are many caveats to our results, and these are prelimi-

nary investigations. Nevertheless they illustrate that the ALMA ob-

servations of HL Tau can be understood from the interaction be-

tween dust, gas and planets in the disc.
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TW HYA: GAS VS DUST4 SPHERE GTO team

Figure 1. Left panel : The TW Hya disk in polarized intensity at 1.62 µm, scaled by R2. The position of the star is denoted by the +
sign. A distance of 54 pc has been adopted. The dark and bright patch near [-1,-2] arcseconds are artefacts. Right panel : the same image
with annotations. The adopted nomenclature of bright “rings” and radial “gaps” has been indicated. The region under the coronagraphic
mask of 93mas radius has been greyed out. The “dark spiral” is indicated with a dashed line. The ⇥ symbol denotes the position of the
compact HCO+ source found by Cleeves et al. (2015).

Hence, determining the proper value of ✓ by minimizing
the resulting U� signal in an annulus around the star is
a commonly adopted technique. If the astrophysical po-
larized signal has a non-tangential component then this
minimization will generally not yield an “empty” U� im-
age, because the spatial signature of the astrophysical
signal (e.g., Canovas et al. 2015) di↵ers from that of the
instrumental crosstalk. Conversely, if a U� image with
approximately zero signal can be obtained by an appro-
priate choice of ✓, then this means the non-tangential
component of the astrophysical polarized signal must be
very close to zero.
We selected the 18 cycles with the best signal to noise

ratio in the H-band observations to be combined into a
final image, and used the entire data set of 16 cycles
for the J-band image. For each polarimetric cycle i we
determined the appropriate value for ✓ by minimization
of the U� signal. After each ✓i was determined, Q�,i &
U�,i were computed for each polarimetric cycle. The final
Q� and U� images were obtained by median combination
of all cycles.

2.3. Data quality and PSF

The Strehl ratio of the polarimetric observations, de-
fined as the fraction of the total flux that is concentrated
in the central Airy disk, relative to the corresponding
fraction in a perfect di↵raction-limited PSF (⇡ 80% for
a VLT pupil), is approximately 13% in the R0-band and
approximately 69% in the H-band in our data. The PSF
core in the R0-band is substantially less “sharp” than that
of a perfect Airy pattern due to the combination of mod-
erate conditions and the relatively low flux of TW Hya in
the R-band, where the wavefront sensor operates. The
central PSF core is slightly elongated with a fwhm of
56⇥48mas with the major axis oriented ⇡ 127� E of N,

and contains ⇡ 30% of the total flux. In comparison, a
perfect Airy disk would have a fwhm of 16mas. The H-
Band data have a nearly di↵raction-limited PSF shape
with fwhm⇡ 48.5 mas, compared to 41.4 mas for a per-
fect Airy disk.

2.4. H-band angular di↵erential imaging

The cosmetic reduction of the coronagraphic images
included subtraction of the sky background, flat field
and bad pixel correction. One image out of 64 had to
be discarded due to an open AO loop. Image registra-
tion was performed based on “star center” frames which
were recorded before and after the coronagraphic obser-
vations. These frames display four crosswise replicas of
the star, which is hidden behind the coronagraphic mask,
with which the exact position of the star can be deter-
mined. The modeling and subtraction of the PSF is per-
formed using a principal component analysis (PCA) after
Absil et al. (2013), which is in turn based on Soummer
et al. (2012). We apply the following basis steps: (1)
Gaussian smoothing with half of the estimated FWHM;
(2) intensity scaling of the images based on the measured
peak flux of the PSF images; (3) PCA and subtraction
of the modeled noise; (4) derotation and averaging of the
images.

3. RESULTS

3.1. A first look at the images

In the left panel of Fig. 1 we show the H-band Q� im-
age of the TW Hya disk, with an e↵ective wavelength
of 1.62 µm. In the right panel we show an annotated
version of the same image to graphically illustrate the
adopted nomenclature and identification of various struc-
tural features in the TW Hya disk. The Q� image con-
tains only positive signal and the corresponding U� im-

Van Boekel et al. (2016)

November 23 and 0.7 mm on the latter two executions. The
total on-target integration time was ∼2 hr.

These raw data were calibrated by NRAO staff. After
applying phase corrections from water vapor radiometer
measurements, the data were time-averaged into 2 s integra-
tions and flagged for problematic antennas and times. The
bandpass response of each spectral window was calibrated
using the observations of J1058+0133. The amplitude scale
was determined from J1037–2934 and J1107–4449. The
complex gain response of the system was calibrated using the
frequent observations of J1103–3251. Although images
generated from these data are relatively free of artifacts and
recover the integrated flux density of the target (1.5 Jy), folding
in additional ALMA observations with a higher density of short
antenna spacings improves the image reconstruction.

To that end, we calibrated three archival ALMA data
observations of TW Hya, from 2012 May 20, 2012 November
20, and 2014 December 31, using 16, 25, and 34 antennas
spanning baselines from 15 to 375 m. The first two observa-
tions had four 59MHz wide spectral windows centered at
333.8, 335.4, 345.8, and 347.4 GHz. The latter had two
235MHz windows (at 338.2 and 349.4 GHz), one 469MHz
window (at 352.0 GHz), and one 1875MHz window (at
338.4 GHz). J1037–2934 was employed as a gain calibrator,
and Titan and 3C 279 (May 20), Ceres and J0522-364
(November 20), or Ganymede and J0158+0133 (December 31)
served as flux or bandpass calibrators. The weather for these
observations was excellent, with PWV levels of 0.5–1 mm. The
combined on-target integration time was 95 minutes. The basic
calibration was as described above. As a check, we compared
the amplitudes from each individual data set on overlapping
spatial frequencies and found exceptional consistency.

The calibrated visibilities from each observation were shifted
to account for the proper motion of the target and then
combined after excising channels with potential emission from
spectral lines. Some modest improvements were made with a
round of phase-only self-calibration. Continuum images at a
mean frequency of 345.9 GHz (867 μm) were generated by
Fourier inverting the visibilities, deconvolving with a multi-
scale, multi-frequency synthesis version of the CLEAN
algorithm, and then restoring with a synthesized beam. All
calibration and imaging were performed with the CASA
package (v4.5.0).

After some experimentation, we settled on an analysis of two
images made from the same composite data set. The first used a
Briggs weighting (with a robust parameter of 0) to provide a
24×18 mas synthesized beam (at P.A.=78°). While this
provides enhanced resolution, it comes at the cost of a dirty
beam with ∼20% sidelobes (due to the sparse coverage at long
baselines) that degrades the image quality. A second image was
made with a robust parameter of 0.5 and an elliptical taper to
create a circular 30 mas beam with negligible sidelobes. Both
images are consistent (within the resolution differences) and
have rms noise levels around 35 μJy beam−1.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a high-resolution map of the 870 μm
continuum emission from the TW Hya disk, revealing a series
of concentric bright and dark rings out to a radial distance of
60 au from the host star with a nearly pole-on viewing
geometry. To aid in the visualization of this substructure,
Figure 2 shows the image transformed into polar coordinates

and azimuthally averaged into a radial surface brightness
profile.
The inner disk includes an unresolved (<0.5 au in radius)

0.93± 0.04 mJy source coincident with the stellar position and
a bright ring that peaks at 2.4 au; between them is a dark
annulus centered at 1 au. The bright ring and dark annulus are
unresolved (<1 au across). Because it is unresolved, the depth
of the dark annulus is difficult to determine unambiguously: we
find at least a 30% brightness reduction.

Figure 1. Synthesized image of the 870 μm continuum emission from the TW
Hya disk with a 30 mas FWHM (1.6 au) circular beam. The rms noise level is
∼35 μJy beam−1. The inset shows a 0 2 wide (10.8 au) zoom using an image
with finer resolution (24×18 mas, or 1.3×1.0 au, FWHM beam).

Figure 2. (top) High-resolution (24×18 mas beam) synthesized image
described in Section 2, deprojected into a map in polar coordinates to more
easily view the disk substructure. (bottom) The azimuthally averaged radial
surface brightness profile. For reference, the dashed red curve shows the
midplane temperature profile derived from a representative model disk. The
gray curve in the bottom left reflects the profile of the synthesized beam.
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Super-earths in TW Hya 5

Figure 4. Post-processed image of dust thermal continuum at 870µm (left), compared with ALMA observations from Andrews et al. (2016) at the same
wavelength (right). The beam size is 28⇥21 mas in our image, compared with 30 mas FWHM (1.6 au) circular beam in the ALMA image. We obscure the
inner ⇡15 au as we do not simulate that region. This missing material leads to a steeper temperature profile.

Figure 5. Post-processed image of scattered light at 1.6µm in polarized intensity (left), compared with SPHERE observations from van Boekel et al. (2017)
at the same wavelength (right). [ TODO: Fix scattered light image: probably rotate a bit counter-clockwise, maybe change PA or incl, maybe add au
axis tick marks, align better. ]

differently to the planet torque. This may fill in the emission at the
gap location.

There is a freedom in choosing the total dust mass used in the
radiative transfer calculation. As we simulate only a small fraction
of the total dust mass, i.e. one particular grain size bin, we can
recover different total dust masses by changing the assumed width
of the bin. In our simulation we have taken the 100 µm dust mass
to be 1 % of the gas mass. We then take the total dust mass to be
3.75⇥ 10�4M�, i.e. a dust-to-gas ratio of 0.5.

[ TODO: spiral arm too bright and contrast too great:

check new calculation; try different inclination: 5 degrees; see
(Huang et al. 2018). ]

5 CONCLUSIONS

(i) We explain the gaps in dust emission in the ALMA observa-
tions of TW Hya with two super-Earth mass planets at ⇡24 au and
⇡41 au, respectively.

(ii) We show that a Saturn mass planet at ⇡94 au can explain the
main gap in scattered light observations. We predict the presence

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2017)
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Figure 4. Post-processed image of dust thermal continuum at 870µm (left), compared with ALMA observations from Andrews et al. (2016) at the same
wavelength (right). The beam size is 28⇥21 mas in our image, compared with 30 mas FWHM (1.6 au) circular beam in the ALMA image. We obscure the
inner ⇡15 au as we do not simulate that region. This missing material leads to a steeper temperature profile.

Figure 5. Post-processed image of scattered light at 1.6µm in polarized intensity (left), compared with SPHERE observations from van Boekel et al. (2017)
at the same wavelength (right). [ TODO: Fix scattered light image: probably rotate a bit counter-clockwise, maybe change PA or incl, maybe add au
axis tick marks, align better. ]

differently to the planet torque. This may fill in the emission at the
gap location.

There is a freedom in choosing the total dust mass used in the
radiative transfer calculation. As we simulate only a small fraction
of the total dust mass, i.e. one particular grain size bin, we can
recover different total dust masses by changing the assumed width
of the bin. In our simulation we have taken the 100 µm dust mass
to be 1 % of the gas mass. We then take the total dust mass to be
3.75⇥ 10�4M�, i.e. a dust-to-gas ratio of 0.5.

[ TODO: spiral arm too bright and contrast too great:

check new calculation; try different inclination: 5 degrees; see
(Huang et al. 2018). ]

5 CONCLUSIONS

(i) We explain the gaps in dust emission in the ALMA observa-
tions of TW Hya with two super-Earth mass planets at ⇡24 au and
⇡41 au, respectively.

(ii) We show that a Saturn mass planet at ⇡94 au can explain the
main gap in scattered light observations. We predict the presence

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2017)

Super-Earths in the TW Hya disc L133

Figure 2. Inner planets (24 and 41 au). Synthetic observations of dust thermal emission at 870 µm, compared with ALMA band 7 observations from Andrews
et al. (2016). From left to right: dust + gas models with 4, 8, 16 M⊕ inner planets. The beam has FWHM 28 × 21 mas in the model image, compared with
30 mas FWHM (1.6 au) circular beam in the observations. We obscured the inner ≈15 au as we did not model that region.

Figure 3. Gas-only models with outer planet (94 au) masses 0.1, 0.3, 1, and 2 MJ after 100 orbits at 94 au. Top: Comparison of synthetic observations of
1.6 µm polarized intensity scaled by R2 with the SPHERE observation. We convolved with a circular Gaussian beam of FWHM 48.5 mas, and added noise.
Bottom: Comparison of synthetic CO J = 3–2 integrated intensity emission maps with the ALMA observation. We convolved with a Gaussian beam of
139 × 131 mas with a PA = −74.9◦. Top left-hand panel is reproduced from van Boekel et al. (2017) and bottom left is from data presented in Huang et al.
(2018).

whereas in the bright rings cm grains are present. Therefore, the
disc mass may be an order of magnitude higher than our assumed
mass, such that mm grains have Stokes number corresponding to
that of 100 µm grains in our calculations. For a 4 M⊕ planet, the
gaps would contain mm grains but no cm grains, as inferred from
observations (Huang et al. 2018).

There is a tension between the outer planet mass required to
reproduce the gap in scattered light and CO observations, and the
mass required to hide a spiral arm. The synthetic observation from
the 0.3 MJ model (top of Fig. 3) shows a greater degree of azimuthal
asymmetry than the SPHERE observation. Models with a lower
mass planet (∼ 0.1 MJ) are more azimuthally symmetric. However,
at those masses we fail to reproduce the gap in both scattered light
and in CO emission. A mass of 0.3 MJ ≈ 95 M⊕ is higher than
suggested by previous authors (Dong & Fung 2017; van Boekel
et al. 2017). It is possible that our calculations need to run for longer
to reach a steady state gap profile. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of
azimuthally averaged surface density. If the gap is not fully opened
on the time-scale of the simulation then we can only put an upper

limit on the planet mass. It is also possible that we are overestimating
the planet mass if the gap were accentuated by shadowing from the
inner disc (Debes et al. 2013, 2017; Poteet et al. 2018). The pebble
isolation mass (Bitsch et al. 2018) for 100 µm and 1 mm grains
is ≈20 M⊕ which is well below each model presented here. This
suggests that inward radial drift of these grains occurred before the
planet reached its current mass.

For our disc model, the stellar accretion rate is 1.5 ×
10−10 M⊙ yr−1 which is an order of magnitude below the estimated
rate (Brickhouse et al. 2012). The accretion rate is given by
Ṁ = 3π!αcsH . This suggests two modifications to increase Ṁ:
we could increase the disc mass, and we could increase the disc
viscosity. As discussed, a 10-fold increase in disc mass is possible,
given spectral index observations. Line width observations provide
an upper limit to the disc viscosity (Flaherty et al. 2018). An
alternative may be that accretion is driven by winds (Simon et al.
2018).

Increasing the stellar accretion rate via either approach increases
the planetary accretion rate. For the 4 M⊕ model the inner planets

MNRASL 484, L130–L135 (2019)
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KINEMATIC DETECTION OF A PROTOPLANET
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Figure 1. Kinematic asymmetry in HD 163296. Band 6 continuum emission (top left) and channel map of 12CO line emission
at +1km s�1 from the systemic velocity (top right, with a close-up shown in bottom right) shows a distinct ‘kink’ in the emission
(highlighted by the dotted circle). Comparison with the continuum emission (top left) locates this outside of the outermost
dust ring. The corresponding emission on the opposite side of the disc (bottom left; showing �1km s�1 channel) shows no
corresponding feature, indicating the disturbance to the flow is localised in both radius and azimuth. The channel width is
�v = 0.1 km s�1. The white contour shows the 5-� (� = 0.1mJy beam�1) level of the continuum map. The dashed line is
the expected location of the isovelocity curve on the upper surface of a disc with an opening angle of 15� and an inclination of
45�. Dotted lines in the bottom-right figure indicate 15% deviations (⇡ 0.4 km s�1) from Keplerian flow around the star. The
potential planet location is marked by a cyan dot, assuming it is located in the midplane.
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Figure 2. Channel maps around the detected deviation from Keplerian velocity. The ‘kink’ is most visible in channels at
velocities between 0.8 and 1.2 km/s (top row) and is also seen in the J=3–2 transition in similar velocity channels (bottom row)
indicating it is localised in both space and velocity.

Figure 3. Geometry of the inclined and flared disc, show-
ing a schematic of the expected emission from two infinitely
thin emitting surfaces. Green shows the emission from the
lower surface of the disc, and red shows the upper surface.
We added a 10% deviation in azimuthal velocity north of the
star, which appears as a ‘kink’ in the line emission. Emission
is only seen when the projected velocity matches the chan-
nel velocity, producing the characteristic ‘butterfly’ shape.
Emission is preferentially seen on the upper surface of the
disc due to the higher inclination with respect to the line of
sight.

et al. (2015) for the kinematic signatures of an embed-
ded planet, where the wake of the spiral generated by
the planet was shown to produce a kink in the emission
due to the deviation from the Keplerian rotation around
the central star.
The basic feature of the channel maps can be ex-

plained with a simple model assuming emission from two
infinitely thin emitting surfaces. Figure 3 shows the ex-

pected emission arising from such a model, showing the
butterfly signature from the disc. Asymmetries of the
velocity field, added in an ad hoc manner in the model
for illustrative purposes, are evident as small bumps on
the line emissions.
To go beyond this simple model and infer the mass

of the putative planet, we performed a series of 3D
global simulations using the phantom Smoothed Par-
ticle Hydrodynamics (SPH) code (Price et al. 2017).
We adopted the gas disc parameters from de Gregorio-
Monsalvo et al. (2013). We employed gas-only simula-
tions, ignoring the e↵ect of dust, using 1 million SPH
particles and a central mass of 1.9M�. The inner ra-
dius of the disc in our model was set to 50 au (mainly to
speed up the calculations as the inner disc is irrelevant
for our present purpose), with an initial outer radius set
to 500 au. We set the gas mass between those radii to
10�2 M�, and use an exponentially tapered power-law
surface density profile with a critical radius of 100 au,
power-law index of p = �1.0, and an exponent � = 0.8.
The disc aspect ratio was set to 0.08 at 50 au, with a
vertically isothermal profile. We set the artificial viscos-
ity in the code in order to obtain an average Shakura &
Sunyaev (1973) viscosity of 10�3 (Lodato & Price 2010),
in agreement with the upper limits found by Flaherty
et al. (2015, 2017).
We embedded a single planet in the disc orbiting at

260 au with a mass of either 1, 2, 3, or 5MJup. We used
sink particles (Bate et al. 1995) to represent the star
and planet. We set the accretion radius of the planet
to half of the Hill radius (7.05, 8.85, 10.15 and 12 au,
respectively), with an accretion radius of 10 au for the

Pinte et al. (2018)

(thousands of orbits with a viscosity of 10−3), however, and the
gap width and depth in our models are only lower limits.

The effect of the planet appears fainter in the 13CO channels
maps than in the 12CO maps, even if the planet is located in the
midplane. This is due to optical depth and vertical temperature
gradient effects: the 12CO is coming from a vertically narrow
and warm layer above the midplane, while the 13CO is
originating from a deeper, thicker layer, where the disk is
almost vertically isothermal, resulting in a uniform emissivity
that washes out some of the kinematics signal.

Are we seeing the signature of an embedded planet? Can we
exclude wishful thinking? The strongest evidence is that the
perturbation to the disk kinematics is highly localized in both
space and velocity. This excludes any mechanism that merely

produces axisymmetric rings in disks. This excludes, for
example, ice lines (Zhang et al. 2015), self-induced dust traps
(Gonzalez et al. 2015), instabilities (Takahashi & Inutsuka
2014; Lorén-Aguilar & Bate 2015), and zonal flows (Flock
et al. 2015). A spiral wave could in principle result from the
disk self-gravity, but multiple, large-scale spirals would be
expected in that case (e.g., Dipierro et al. 2015), which the
localized deviation seen in HD 163296 would seem to exclude.
The localized nature of the kinematic perturbation, that it

occurs close to the gap found by Grady et al. (2000), and the
similarity to the signatures predicted by our hydrodynamic
models is strong evidence for a young protoplanet in a gas-rich
disk. However, confirmation with direct imaging is the only
way to be sure. The relatively large planet mass and its known

Figure 5. Comparison of 12CO J=2–1 ALMA observations (top row) with synthetic channel maps from our 3D hydrodynamics calculations with embedded planets of 1, 2,
3, and 5MJup (from top to bottom). Channel width is 0.1 km s−1. Synthetic maps were convolved to a Gaussian beam to match the spatial resolution of the observations.
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Fig. 1.— Final Q� and U� images, shown in the same stretch (r2 scaling normalized to peak intensity and using a square-root stretch,
2015 and 2016 data combined). Top two panels: Entire field of view. Bottom two panels: Same data, but zoomed in to the inner regions
and enhanced (see color bar). Orange hues denote positive, blue hues negative values. The red X marks the position of the primary, the
small green X the position of the secondary (latest published position of May 12, 2014, Lacour et al. (2016), separation 77.2 mas). Data
within our inner working angle of 25 mas has been masked out. Note the square-root stretch, which reduces overall contrast, but better
shows faint features of the disk and also enhances the visibility of noise in the U� images.

of 3s per frame, very slightly saturating the PSF core
(2s and no saturation for the 2016 data). The data were
taken using the P2 polarimetric mode (field stabilized) of
ZIMPOL in 2015, and using the P1 (not field stabilized,
i.e. the field rotates) and P2 modes for equal amounts of
time in 2016 (this was done in order to compare the per-
formance of the P1 and P2 modes for ZIMPOL). The in-
strument was set up to maximise the flux on the detector
while enabling the study of the very smallest separations
(down to ⇠25 fmas) and the gap of the disk as deeply
as possible. The setup is not optimised for a high-SNR
detection of the outer disk.
In order to minimize suspected systematic e↵ects close

to the star (see section 3.2), images were taken in four
blocks with di↵erent de-rotator angles in 2015 (0, 35,
80, 120 degrees). In 2016, the two polarimetric modes
used naturally gave two di↵erent field rotations, with the
field slightly rotating (⇠4 degrees) in the P1 mode. The
P1 and P2 mode observations were interleaved, with 3

blocks for each. For each of these blocks, the number of
integrations (NDIT) was set to 14 (18 for the 2016 data),
with the number of polarimetric cycles (NPOL) set to 6
(5 and 4 for the two last rotations after frame selection,
6 for the 2016 data). Using the QU cycle (full cycle of all
four half-wave plate rotations), this adds up to a total
on-source integration time of 3528s (3s * 14 (NDIT) *
(6+6+5+4 (NPOL)) * 4 (HWP rotations)) in 2015 and
5184s (2s * 18 (NDIT) * 6 (NPOL) * 4 (HWP rotations)
* 3 (blocks) * 2 (P1+P2)) in 2016, for a grand total of
8712s (2h 25.2min) of on-source integration time in both
epochs combined.
The most critical step in PDI is the centering of the in-

dividual frames. ZIMPOL data are special because of the
way the detectors work (see Thalmann et al. 2008, and
the SPHERE user manual). The pixels cover an on-sky
area of 7.2mas x 3.6mas each. The stellar position is de-
termined before re-scaling the images by fitting a skewed
(i.e. elliptical) 2-dimensional Gaussian to the peak. The

Avenhaus+(2017)

2 Casassus et al.

flect an equally lopsided gas distribution. However, a
theoretical question remains as to the impact of enhanced
cooling in the dust trap on the physical conditions. In
observational terms, the use of gas tracers such as CO
or the infrared (IR) emission from small grains are both
very optically thick where the ALMA thermal continuum
originates, so that the previous observations (Casassus
et al. 2013; van der Marel et al. 2013; Pérez et al. 2014)
could not test the trapping predictions. For instance,
in IRS 48 the outer ring is optically thick in the mid-
IR emission (Bruderer et al. 2014, their Sec. 4.1), as is
CO(6-5) whose azimuthal structure is largely determined
by foreground absorption.
Since emission at a given wavelength is dominated by

grains of a matching size, multi-wavelength radio obser-
vations can confirm if the crescent-shaped continua seen
in transition disks are indeed due to the dust trap phe-
nomenon. In this work we compare new ALMA high-
frequency radio continuum observations of HD 142527,
obtained at 700 GHz (ALMA band 9; wavelengths of
⇠0.43 mm, described in Appendix, Sec. A.1), with re-
solved images at 34 GHz (8.8 mm) acquired at the Aus-
tralia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA, see Sec. A.2).
In Section 2 we show that the optical depths are of or-
der ⇠1 at 345 GHz, so that the sub-mm spectral trends
observed with ALMA correspond to optical depths ef-
fects rather than to dust trapping. In Sec. 3 we explain
that the ATCA observations reveal a compact clump at
34 GHz embedded in the sub-mm crescent, which is re-
flected by an opacity spectral index corresponding to
larger grains, as expected in the dust trapping scenario.
In Sec. 4 we discuss the observational results in terms of
radiative transfer predictions based on a parametric dust
trap mode. Sec. 5 summarises our results.

2. AN OPTICALLY THICK SUB-MM CONTINUUM

The ALMA band 9 continuum (Figure 1) has a mor-
phology that is intermediate between the broken ring
seen in the thermal IR at 18 µm (Fujiwara et al. 2006;
Verhoe↵ et al. 2011) and the 345 GHz crescent seen in
ALMA band 7 (Casassus et al. 2013). The maximum
radial width of the crescent, measured at half-maximum,
is about 0.600, so is resolved with a beam size of 0.2500.
A traditional means to quantify the spectral variations

as a function of position is the spectral index map ↵(~x),
with a power-law parameterisation of the specific inten-
sity I⌫ = I⌫�(⌫/⌫�)↵(~x). We find that the spectral in-
dex between 345 GHz and 700 GHz, ↵700

345, as well as the
slope of the spectrum across the 0.13 GHz frequency lever
within ALMA band 7, ↵345, both anti-correlate with the
continuum crescent (see Sec. A.6), meaning that the az-
imuthal extension is greater at shorter wavelength. How-
ever, while the band 7 and band 9 continua peak be-
tween 10h and 11h as a function of azimuth along the
outer ring, the spectral index maps exhibit a common
minimum at ⇠1h, i.e. at the northern ansa of the ring.
This coincidence is indicative of a projection e↵ect, as in
limb-brightening: if column densities are greater at 1h,
the increased optical depths will result in flatter spectra.
The spectral variations inferred from the multi fre-

quency morphological trends can be cast into sky maps
for the optical depth ⌧(~x) = ⌧�(~x) ⇥ (⌫/⌫�)�s(~x) and
line-of-sight temperature Ts(~x), as a function of angular

Figure 1. ALMA band 9 observations of HD 142527, and
comparison with synthetic predictions. x� and y� axes indi-
cate angular o↵set in arcsec along right-ascension (RA) and
declination (Dec) relative to the stellar position, at the origin
of coordinates. The color scale shows a restored image of the
ALMA band 9 at 700 GHz, with contours at 0.5 and 0.75
times the peak intensity. The wedge indicates specific inten-
sity in Jy beam�1, with a beam of 0.21⇥0.17 arcsec (the beam
ellipse is shown on the upper right corner). The inset shows
emergent intensities predicted from the dust trap model (see
Sec. 4), including the impact on grain temperatures due to
shadowing from a tilted inner disk. Contours are at 0.5 and
0.75 times the peak, no smoothing has been applied. The side
of the inset corresponds to 3.5 arcsec.

position ~x. We fit the observations with the intensities
emergent from a uniform slab (hereafter ‘grey-body’, see
Sec. A.5 and Sec. E),

I
m
⌫ (~x) = B⌫(Ts(~x)) [1� exp(�⌧(~x))] .

The inferred temperature field approximates the opacity-
weighted average temperature along the line of sight (see
Sec. 4.1 for a discussion of biases). In synthesis, as ex-
plained in Sec. E) and illustrated in Fig. 8, the crescent
reaches optical depths close to 1 at 345 GHz, even in a
rather coarse beam (which dilutes the signal). The opti-
cal depth maximum is coincident with the location where
the sub-mm spectral index (↵700

345 and ↵345) is minimum,
thus in agreement with an interpretation of the spectral
index variations in terms of optical depth e↵ects, rather
than genuine variations of the underlying dust grain pop-
ulations. Another consequence of the high submm opti-
cal depths is that the double-peaked crescent morphol-
ogy, best seen in band 9, reflects structure in the tem-
perature field rather than in the density field inside the
dust trap. The local band 9 emission maxima, at 10.5h
and 1.5h, are separated by a minimum in temperature at
0.5h.

3. ATCA/ALMA MULTI-FREQUENCY RESULTS

3.1. A 34 GHz clump embedded in the sub-mm

crescent

Casassus+(2015)
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See almost polar alignment of binary to disc, c.f. Aly et al. (2015), Martin & Lubow (2017)
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Figure 12. Kinematics. Predicted moment 1 emission maps in 13CO 3–2 and C18O from our simulation R2 (bottom left and right, respectively) compared to
the observations with ALMA (top; credit: Boehler et al. 2017 C⃝AAS, reproduced with permission).

may be responsible for the central cavity, spiral arms, and other
features in these cases too.

Whether or not our conclusions can be applied beyond the mm-
bright subclass is more speculative and beyond the scope of this
paper. Certainly stellar mass companions are ruled out in many
cases (Pott et al. 2010; Kohn et al. 2016; Ruı́z-Rodrı́guez et al.
2016), nor would they be expected from the known statistics of the
field binary population (e.g. Raghavan et al. 2010). Massive planets,
however, could perform a similar role in carving central holes in
discs, as shown by Ragusa et al. (2017).

No modelling is perfect, and despite some success, there are
a number of remaining caveats to our modelling of HD 142527.
The main one from our perspective is the secular change in both
the binary and outer disc orientation on long time-scales (!100
orbits). That is, the binary and the disc in our simulations are
not in a steady configuration. Recent works by Aly et al. (2015),

Martin & Lubow (2017), and Zanazzi & Lai (2018) suggest that the
equilibrium configuration for eccentric binaries inclined by more
than ∼60◦ is for the disc to align perpendicular to the binary (i.e.
in a polar alignment). An interesting follow-up would be to try to
reproduce the disc features with a binary in such an equilibrium
configuration, to see whether it can be ruled in or out (a binary
orbit with HD 142527B at 90◦ to the outer disc seems possible; see
L16). An equilibrium configuration is likely given the typical align-
ment time-scale of order 1000 orbital periods (Martin & Lubow
2017) –105 yr in HD 142527 – is much shorter than the disc lifetime
(∼Myr). Using better orbital constraints to determine whether the
binary is in or out of equilibrium with the disc could therefore place
strong constraints on formation models.

A second caveat is the mismatch in the orientation of the streams
seen in HCO+ emission. Better orbital constraints should also help
to solve this problem, since there are currently a wide range of
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Since orbit R2 produces a cavity close to the observed size
with a prominent asymmetry seen in the gas in the position angle
similar to the observed mm horseshoe, we computed two additional
simulations using grain sizes of 1 mm and 100µm, respectively. We
set up dust disc initially between Rin = 120 and Rout = 250 au
using 2.5⇥104 dust particles, with an (arbitrary) initial dust-to-gas
ratio of 0.01 and properties otherwise reflecting the gas disc (com-
posed of the usual 106 SPH particles). The slightly smaller dust
disc is merely to avoid numerical problems during the initial disc
response to the binary. This also ensures that any dust migration to
the cavity edge occurs naturally rather than as a result of the initial
conditions.

Figure 7 shows the dust column density in these two simula-
tions (left and right, respectively), shown after 62 and 63 binary or-
bits, respectively. We find that the dust in both simulations drifts in
radius, concentrating at the cavity edge within a few tens of orbits.
The larger grains, with St ⇠ 1, form a thin ring around the cavity
edge (left panel). We also observe dust grains collecting into az-
imuthally distinct structures, trapped by the pressure bumps at the
launch points of the spiral arms. Although these grains are nom-
inally ‘mm-sized’ in our simulations, the resulting dust structures
appear more similar to what is seen at cm wavelengths. Figure 8
shows a direct comparison with the ATCA 34GHz image from
Casassus et al. (2015b) (top left shows the ATCA image; bottom
left shows our simulation). To make this comparison we simply
convolved our dust column density image to a beam size of 20 au
(0.12”). In hindsight this is not surprising, since the peak emission
in wavelength is roughtly 2⇡ times the grain size.

Using grains ten times smaller produces slower migration to
the cavity edge and, as a result, a more radially extended dust dis-
tribution (right panel of Figure 7). The asymmetry driven by the
binary in the gas produces a horseshoe remarkably similar to the
observed mm horseshoe. Figure 8 makes the direct comparison.

The main disagreement between the simulations and observa-
tions concerns the prominent dip seen in the mm-horseshoe at a
position angle of ⇠ 10� (top right). Some caution is required in
making this comparison since our visualisation shown in Figure 8
assumes optically thin dust emission where spectral index varia-
tions show that the continuum emission is optically thick (Casas-
sus et al. 2015b). Our models also do not account for any azimuthal
variation in temperature. This is interesting, because a temperature
decrement is indeed observed at this position angle caused by the
shadow from the circumbinary disc. Such a temperature decrement
will affect the dust emission and would need to be accounted for
in making accurate radiative transfer predictions from our simula-
tions. Moreover, it suggests that thermodynamic effects from the
shadow may be important.

Two conclusions stand out: i) decoupled dust dynamics around
a binary-carved cavity can naturally explain the observed asymme-
tries in HD142527 without recourse to vortices or additional com-
panions; and ii) the distinct ‘blobs’ seem in the radio emission may
be real and not just artefacts of noisy observations.

4.6 Gas density contrast

Casassus et al. (2015b) note that some of the asymmetry seen in
the dust emission is also seen in the gas. To quantify this, Figure 9
compares the predicted 13CO J=3–2 and C18O J=3–2 (moment 0)
emission maps from simulation R2 (bottom row) to the ALMA cy-
cle 3 observations recently published by Boehler et al. (2017) (top
row). For both spectral lines we find a bright, asymmetric ring of

Figure 9. Predicted 13CO 3-2 and C18O emission (moment 0) from sim-
ulation R2 after 50 orbits (bottom two panels), compared to Boehler et al.
(2017) cycle 3 data (top two panels). The ring-like feature seen in both spec-
tral lines is reproduced in our simulations. The ‘broken ring’ effect seen in
the observations is not reproduced in our models because we do not account
for the temperature dip caused by the shadows from the circumprimary disc.

emission surrounding the cavity at a radius between 0.5 and 1” from
the central source, as seen in the observations.

The main source of disagreement is that we do not reproduce
the two dips in emission at the position angles coincident with the
scattered light shadows. This again suggests that the shadowing of
the outer disc by the circumprimary disc needs to be accounted for
in the CO emission. Our models suggest that the underlying gas
density structure is more axisymmetric. If one neglects the dips
caused by the shadows, then the contrast in emission around the
cavity is similar between our simulations and the observations (i.e.
roughly a factor of two).

Again, the close match with the observed line emission does
not suggest alternative hypotheses other than the binary are needed.

4.7 Fast radial flows

Can the streamers seen in Figure 2 explain the fast radial flows?
Figure 10 shows the radial velocity of the SPH particles, binned
as a function of radial distance from the centre of mass (red line),
compared to the model used to fit the kinematic data by Casassus
et al. (2015b) (blue line). Although the comparison is only quali-
tative, inflow speeds can be seen to reach 10 km/s at a distance of
20–30 au, consistent with the ‘fast radial flows’ needed to fit the
kinematic data. This suggests that these flows indeed originate in
the streams of material that feed the inner disc.

4.8 Gap-crossing filaments

One of the great mysteries in HD142527 concerns the origin of
the ‘filaments’ of gas seen across the cavity in HCO+ emission
by Casassus et al. (2013). These were seen only in HCO+ emis-
sion in a particular range of velocity channels. Figure 11 compares
the predicted HCO+ emission from our simulations (right panel) to
the corresponding figure from Casassus et al. (2015a) (left panel).
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Figure 4. Gas surface densities after 50 binary orbital periods in calculations with initial Rin = 90 au, showing the spiral arms. As in Figure 2, top row shows
the ‘blue’ orbits (binary just past periastron) while bottom row corresponds to the ‘red’ orbits (binary approaching periastron) from L16. Comparison with the
observed spiral structure (right panel of Figure 5) favours the latter. Comparison with Fig. 2 shows the cavity size is independent of the initial Rin.

t=2358 yrs

100 au

Figure 5. Column density in the R1 orbit simulated with initial Rin = 50au
after 20 orbits at the observed orbital phase (left), showing the orientation
of the (transient) circumprimary disc, compared to the scattered light (600-
900nm) ZIMPOL polarisation image from Avenhaus et al. (2017) (right).
Dotted line indicates the expected shadow from our simulated inner disc
(left), which lies close to the orientation of the observed shadows (right)
despite the orbital uncertainty.

spiral (in position angle), corresponding to PA ranges [180�
, 225�]

(third column) and [225�
, 270�] (fourth column).

Orbits B1 and B2 in particular show pitch angles too small
and little or no asymmetry in the gas distribution around a cavity
which is close to circular. Orbit B3 shows promising spirals to the
north-east of the cavity, but the spiral arms to the south-west show
a series of almost-circular tightly wrapped arms that are not seen in
the observations. The red orbits, by contrast, produce spiral struc-

Figure 6. Predicted 12CO J=2–1 from simulation R2 (right), compared to
Perez et al. (2015) ALMA observations (left). Sufficient gas remains inside
the cavity to produce optically thick 12CO emission, as observed.

ture and asymmetry in both the cavity and the gas distribution more
similar to what is observed (bottom row). In particular, orbit R1 is
the only simulation to show a bifurcation in the spiral arms to the
south-west of the cavity, as seen in the scattered light image (see
Table 3.2). Orbit R2 is closest to the observed cavity size (Fig. 3)
and develops an eccentric cavity similar to those found in other cir-
cumbinary disc simulations (e.g. Farris et al. 2014; D’Orazio et al.
2016; Ragusa et al. 2016) and used by Ragusa et al. (2017) to ex-
plain dust horseshoes. The spiral arms appear fixed in relation to
the binary orbit, but superimposed on this is a precessing overden-
sity which precesses on a timescale of 2–3 orbital periods, similar

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2017)

Obs Simulation
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Explains why inner holes are dust-free! 
e.g. Dominik & Dullemond (2011)

Price et al. (2018)
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to the findings of Dunhill, Cuadra & Dougados (2015). Orbit R3
shows the most open spiral arms (Table 3.2) but the overdensity
around the cavity is less prominent, making it less promising for
the observed dust structures. The cavity size is also too big (Fig. 3).

4.4 Shadows

Figure 2 shows the formation of transient circumprimary discs In
the Rin = 50 au calculations during the first 20 orbits, caused by
the clearing of the inner disc material. The orientation of these inner
discs are highly sensitive to the orbit of the companion. For exam-
ple, the circumprimary disc in calculation B3 is formed with major
axis aligned east-west in our images (i.e. horizontal in Figure 2) ,
while orbits R1 and R2 produce a disc aligned north-south (i.e. ver-
tical in Figure 2) — a second piece of possible evidence favouring
the red orbit family. Caution is required, however, since the inner
disc precesses with time. Furthermore, starting with Rin = 90au
we find rotationally supported circumprimary discs only in the R3
calculation at this resolution (Figure 4; this mainly indicates that
the disc mass in other calculations is too low or that the numerical
viscosity drains the disc too fast at this resolution; not that circum-
primary discs do not exist).

Figure 5 shows the resultant inner disc structure after 20 orbits
(left), shown alongside the scattered light image taken from Aven-
haus et al. (2017) (right). Despite the remaining uncertainty in the
orbital dynamics the position angle of the expected shadow is con-
sistent with the northern shadow seen in the scattered light image,
and within 10� of the southern shadow. A difference of 10� is not
significant — e.g. the shadows do not exactly fall in the projected
plane of the inner disc due to the vertical extension of the discs
(Min et al. 2017). We do not imply that this is the only possible or-
bital configuration which can explain the shadows — nor even the
most probable — merely that it is possible to produce a satisfactory
orientation of the inner disc to produce the correct shadow from our
calculations. We also demonstrate that the orbital dynamics of the
companion naturally produces a circumprimary disc with an ori-
entation and size consistent with the structure invoked by Marino
et al. (2015a) to explain the observed shadowing.

4.5 Dust horseshoe

Ragusa et al. (2017) found that dust horseshoes similar to those ob-
served by ALMA could be naturally produced by eccentric cavities
in gas and dust around binary stars. However, that paper assumed
tightly coupled dust grains such that the dust structures merely re-
flected those in the gas. Whether or not this is the case for the mm
continuum emission in HD142527 (see discussion in Casassus et al.
2015b) depends on the Stokes number, the ratio of the dust stopping
time to the disc orbital period.

Assuming subsonic Epstein drag the Stokes number depends
only on the gas surface density, according to (Dipierro et al. 2015b)

St = 1

✓
⌃

0.2 g cm�2

◆�1✓
⇢grain

3g cm�3

◆✓
sgrain

1 mm

◆
, (1)

where ⇢grain is the intrinsic grain density and sgrain is the grain
size. Modelling dust-gas dynamics in discs is usually uncertain be-
cause the gas surface density is poorly constrained, being measured
only from multiplying the dust continuum emission by a factor
(typically 100). For HD142527 we are already confident in our as-
sumed surface density profile — at least as far as one trusts the

0 0.02 0.04
dust column density [g/cm2]

R2 + large dust

0 5×10-3 0.01 0.015 0.02
dust column density [g/cm2]

R2 + medium dust

Figure 7. Dust column density in dust-gas simulations using orbit R2 with
mm grains (left panel) and 100µm-sized grains (right panel). Our ‘large’
(mm) grains are close to Stokes number of unity, and hence quickly migrate
to form a thin ring at the cavity edge. Decreasing the grain size by a factor
of ten (right panel) produces a more radially extended dust structure.

Dust trapping in HD 142527 9

Figure 6. Statistics of the multi-frequency morphological di�erences inferred from Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. All images
have been restored from uvmem models. a): restored ATCA image at 34 GHz. b): average of ATCA observations with 200
realizations of noise on the band 7 data. c): average of the MC simulations for band 9 d)-g): di�erent realizations of noise.
h): rms scatter of the band 9 simulations. i): rms scatter of the band 7 simulations.

the following temperature profile:

T =70 K, if r < 30 AU, or (C1)

T =70 K(r/(30 AU)�0.5 if r � 30 AU.

However, setting the gas temperature to a representative
dust species in the outer disk (we chose the average popu-
lation of amorphous carbon grains) attenuates the depth
of the decrements - they are restricted to the outline of

the underlying optical depth field. The decrements are
reproduced by the above prescription for the gas temper-
ature because the gas temperatures in the crescent, at
r = 140 au, are �30 K, and cooler than the continuum
temperatures in the model, which reach 50 to 60 K. Thus
in this case the gas acts like a cold foreground on a hot-
ter continuum background, which after continuum sub-
traction appears like foreground absorption. In fact, CO
at higher altitudes could be hotter than the background

0 0.02 0.04
dust column density [g/cm2]

R2 + large dust

0 5×10-3 0.01 0.015 0.02
dust column density [g/cm2]

R2 + medium dust

Figure 8. Dust column density comparing observations (top) to our simu-
lations (bottom). We show orbit R2 with grain sizes of 1mm (‘large’) and
100µm (‘medium’) (bottom panels, left and right respectively) smeared to a
beam size of 20 au (white circle). The larger grains (bottom left) show dust
column densities consistent with the ATCA emission at cm wavelengths
while the smaller grains (bottom right) produce an overdense ‘horseshoe’
in the dust surface density at the correct position angle to explain the ob-
served mm-horseshoe. Top row is reproduced from Casassus et al. (2015b).

CO-to-H2 conversion — because of our match to the measured gas
mass inside the cavity and to the surface density profile (Fig. 3).

Our assumed gas disc mass of 0.01 M� corresponds to ⌃ =
0.6 g cm�2 at R = Rin, giving a Stokes number for mm grains
of ⇡ 0.3 at 90 au and ⇡ 1 at 300 au (see Fig. 3). Thus we expect
decoupling of grains in the outer disc, since St = 1 corresponds to
maximal settling and radial drift (Weidenschilling 1977).

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2017)
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Figure 11. Left: Map of the dust emission with super-uniform weighting superimposed with the fit in blue solid lines of the
spirals observed in near-IR scattered light. The dotted blue lines show an extrapolation of the fit towards larger radius. The
angular resolution is 0.01200⇥0.01100. Right: Map of the IR scattered light emission from Benisty et al. (2015) superimposed
with white contours at 6.5 and 10 mJy beam�1 of the continuum emission at 0.88 mm. The angular resolution is 0.02700 for the
IR scattered light emission and 0.1600 ⇥ 0.1300 for the millimeter dust thermal emission. The red numbers and arrows highlight
the main features visible in IR in the outer ring.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Structure of the disk

The disk around the Herbig star MWC 758 has a com-
plex morphology which comprises a cavity, two rings,
two large spirals and two dust clumps. According to
our models, the disk, with a mass of about 1.3⇥10�3

M�, is not massive enough to be gravitationally unsta-
ble (Kratter & Lodato 2016). One explanation for such
a complex structure is the presence of planet(s) which
can interact with the protoplanetary disk and create fea-
tures (annuli, spirals or vortices) which can be more eas-
ily detected than the planets themselves (Kley & Nelson
2012; Baruteau et al. 2014).
We observe in the continuum emission two large dust

clumps which have an elongated structure and an az-
imuthal/radial aspect ratio of approximatively 5 at our
angular resolution. To our knowledge, MWC 758 is the
only disk with V1247 Orionis, observed by Kraus et al.
(2017), which features two dust clumps at two di↵erent
radial distances. These structures are associated with
azimuthal extensions dividing the disk in two rings, lo-
cated at a distance from the star of about 57 and 81
au. By modeling the dust and gas emission, we con-
clude that the gas distribution is more di↵used than the
distribution of the large dust grains. Millimeter grains
are gathered in compact regions with surface densities
larger by a factor of 2.5 and 6.5 in the south and north
dust clumps, respectively, compared to values encoun-
tered at other azimuthal angles. We do not detect in-
creases of the gas surface density at the position of the

dust clumps, what suggests a local augmentation of the
dust-to-gas ratio, up to a value of ⇠ 0.1.
The system MWC 758 is also famous for its two large

and sharp spirals detected in near-IR scattered light by
Grady et al. (2013), Benisty et al. (2015) and more re-
cently by Reggiani et al. (2017). These spirals feature a
large pitch angle of ⇠ 13� and are also observed with
ALMA using the optically thick 13CO J = 3-2 peak
emission and the optically thin continuum dust emission.
This is the first time that spirals in protoplanetary disks
are visible with these three tracers. The bright south-
east spiral is observed at the same radius in IR and
in 13CO. The IR scattered light traces the inner side
of the spiral shock front at the disk surface, where the
stellar emission is absorbed and locally heats the disk.
In comparison, the spirals observed with the dust emis-
sion show fainter spiral structures and are located at a
slightly larger radius, by a few au. The di↵erence in the
radial location might come from the width of the spirals,
as we expect that the dust emission traces mainly the
central position of the spirals. It can also be caused by
the vertical propagation of the spirals which is expected
to curl towards the central star at the disk surface in-
stead of being perpendicular to the disk midplane (Zhu
et al. 2015).
The north-east spiral is less pronounced in the 13CO

peak emission and less extended azimuhtally in IR scat-
tered light (Grady et al. 2013) than its south-west coun-
terpart. It is possible that this spiral presents a lower
scale height and/or density enhancement. We propose
also that this might be due to a shadow cast by the inner
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Figure 11. Left: Map of the dust emission with super-uniform weighting superimposed with the fit in blue solid lines of the
spirals observed in near-IR scattered light. The dotted blue lines show an extrapolation of the fit towards larger radius. The
angular resolution is 0.01200⇥0.01100. Right: Map of the IR scattered light emission from Benisty et al. (2015) superimposed
with white contours at 6.5 and 10 mJy beam�1 of the continuum emission at 0.88 mm. The angular resolution is 0.02700 for the
IR scattered light emission and 0.1600 ⇥ 0.1300 for the millimeter dust thermal emission. The red numbers and arrows highlight
the main features visible in IR in the outer ring.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Structure of the disk

The disk around the Herbig star MWC 758 has a com-
plex morphology which comprises a cavity, two rings,
two large spirals and two dust clumps. According to
our models, the disk, with a mass of about 1.3⇥10�3

M�, is not massive enough to be gravitationally unsta-
ble (Kratter & Lodato 2016). One explanation for such
a complex structure is the presence of planet(s) which
can interact with the protoplanetary disk and create fea-
tures (annuli, spirals or vortices) which can be more eas-
ily detected than the planets themselves (Kley & Nelson
2012; Baruteau et al. 2014).
We observe in the continuum emission two large dust

clumps which have an elongated structure and an az-
imuthal/radial aspect ratio of approximatively 5 at our
angular resolution. To our knowledge, MWC 758 is the
only disk with V1247 Orionis, observed by Kraus et al.
(2017), which features two dust clumps at two di↵erent
radial distances. These structures are associated with
azimuthal extensions dividing the disk in two rings, lo-
cated at a distance from the star of about 57 and 81
au. By modeling the dust and gas emission, we con-
clude that the gas distribution is more di↵used than the
distribution of the large dust grains. Millimeter grains
are gathered in compact regions with surface densities
larger by a factor of 2.5 and 6.5 in the south and north
dust clumps, respectively, compared to values encoun-
tered at other azimuthal angles. We do not detect in-
creases of the gas surface density at the position of the

dust clumps, what suggests a local augmentation of the
dust-to-gas ratio, up to a value of ⇠ 0.1.
The system MWC 758 is also famous for its two large

and sharp spirals detected in near-IR scattered light by
Grady et al. (2013), Benisty et al. (2015) and more re-
cently by Reggiani et al. (2017). These spirals feature a
large pitch angle of ⇠ 13� and are also observed with
ALMA using the optically thick 13CO J = 3-2 peak
emission and the optically thin continuum dust emission.
This is the first time that spirals in protoplanetary disks
are visible with these three tracers. The bright south-
east spiral is observed at the same radius in IR and
in 13CO. The IR scattered light traces the inner side
of the spiral shock front at the disk surface, where the
stellar emission is absorbed and locally heats the disk.
In comparison, the spirals observed with the dust emis-
sion show fainter spiral structures and are located at a
slightly larger radius, by a few au. The di↵erence in the
radial location might come from the width of the spirals,
as we expect that the dust emission traces mainly the
central position of the spirals. It can also be caused by
the vertical propagation of the spirals which is expected
to curl towards the central star at the disk surface in-
stead of being perpendicular to the disk midplane (Zhu
et al. 2015).
The north-east spiral is less pronounced in the 13CO

peak emission and less extended azimuhtally in IR scat-
tered light (Grady et al. 2013) than its south-west coun-
terpart. It is possible that this spiral presents a lower
scale height and/or density enhancement. We propose
also that this might be due to a shadow cast by the inner

Boehler+(2018)
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Figure 4. Synthetic SPHERE and ALMA observations of disc models with di↵erent disc aspect ratio (H/R)in = [0.04, 0.06, 0.08],
respectively from top to bottom. First column: SPHERE synthetic observations obtained by rescaling the gas surface density into
micrometric dust. From the second to the fourth columns are shown the ALMA synthetic images for di↵erent Stokes number
St = 4 · [10�3, 10�2, 10�1, 20], corresponding to discs with mass Mdisc = [0.87, 0.087, 0.0087, 4.3 · 10�5]M�. In the ALMA images contours are
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 times the rms noise (2.5 · 10�2 mJ) at 230 GHz. Both the ALMA and SPHERE images have been
renormalized to the maximum value of the flux. The SPHERE images have a logarithmic flux scale.

become gradually more symmetric and circular. As an ex-
ample, if we consider the ALMA image with St0 = 80 and we
compare it with the St0 = 0.004 image, a ring-like structure
instead of the two-armed spiral is observed.

If we look at di↵erent disc aspect ratios, while the spiral
structures are well defined in a disc with H/R = 0.04, they
become less evident in a disc with H/R = 0.08 also for low
Stokes number. In fact, when the disc is thinner, since the
interaction between the planet and the disc is stronger, the
gap carved by the planet is deeper and the resulting spiral
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CONCLUSIONS



THE COSMIC DUST (R)EVOLUTION

➤ Gas and dust already start to decouple in the ISM 
➤ Dust and gas are DECOUPLED in protoplanetary discs 

- doing completely different things 
➤ Planet formation is well underway (maybe even 

finished) by the time we observe protoplanetary discs

PS: Thanks to the EU for funding the 
Dustbusters RISE network!



SECOND ALMA PROTOPLANET DETECTION!! Pinte et al. (2019)

2-3 MJup PLANET CARVING A GAP AT 130AU!

Pinte et al. (2019)

Figure 4: Comparison of ALMA observations (top row) with hydrodynamic simulations of discs

with different embedded planet masses, post-processed with radiative transfer. The left column

shows the continuum data, while the following panels show the line data. The 2 MJup case cor-

responds to the model displayed in Fig. 3. Porous grains and/or aggregates are required to match

the continuum gap width. The surface to mass ratio of the dust grains has been increased by 50

compared to compact spheres.
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